### ACTION HISTORY OF RTI REQUEST No.NCMRW/R/2017/00003

**Applicant Name**  
Shri Pratyush Das

**Text of Application**

i. If in any Scientific research publication, intentional fabrication, suppressing of facts and misrepresentation of data is carried out by a responsible researcher and the amended data gets published in some reputed Scientific Journals and at later stage it is found that the publication lacks merit on basis of research then what is the role of the concern Department/ Institute/ Ministry against such researcher and what will happen to the publication.

ii. Any notification/order with regard to plagiarism has been published by Govt. Department/ Institution/ Ministry. If so the copy of such order or notification may please be provided.

iii. If plagiarism and fabrication/ misrepresentation of data done intentionally by a concerned Researcher of Scientist and his co-authors is caught, then what kind of action / punishment by the concerned Department/ Institute/ Ministry can be taken the author and the co-authors.

iv. If one researcher finds a species and did not publish the data in any scientific journal but intimated the same to the higher authorities by means of a report and such datas were copied after few years and published by another researcher and publish the data as a scientific paper giving his name as the first author and adds the name of the researcher without any communication who really got the species, then what kind of action can be taken against such researcher by the department.

v. In general which organization/Institute / Ministry in India is authorized to find the plagiarism content or fraud in the scientific research. Please furnish the details in this regard.

vi. To whom a complaint with regard to fraud or copying of research data if found to be made. Are there any such formats available If so a copy of such format may please be sent.

**Reply of Application**

The existing follow-up action were provided to the applicant.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SN.</th>
<th>Action Taken</th>
<th>Date of Action</th>
<th>Action Taken By</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>RTI REQUEST RECEIVED</td>
<td>17/04/2017</td>
<td>Dr. D.K.Mahapatra- (CPIO)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>REQUEST DISPOSED OF</td>
<td>17/04/2017</td>
<td>Dr. D.K.Mahapatra- (CPIO)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>